FANTASTIC MR. FOX
2009 WES ANDERSON
A quick-thinking, charismatic fox defies his wife, breaks promises made, and endangers everyone he knows.
starring: George Clooney, Meryl Streep, Jason Schwartzman
AUG 23 - 25 6 & 8:30PM, SUN 1 & 3:30PM

BOOKSMART
2019 OLIVIA WILDE
Two exceptionally studious girls decide to cram four years worth of hedonistic indulgence into their last night before graduation.
starring: Kaitlyn Dever, Beanie Feldstein
AUG 30 - SEP 1 6 & 8:30PM, SUN 1 & 3:30PM

THE LAST BLACK MAN IN SAN FRANCISCO
2018 JOE TALBOT
A tale of love, family, and loss amid the furious winds of extreme gentrification.
starring: Jimmie Fails, Jonathan Majors, Danny Glover
SEP 6 - 8 6 & 8:30PM, SUN 1 & 3:30PM

CHILDREN OF MEN
2006 ALFONSO CUARÓN
After twenty years, universal infertility threatens the very existence of the human race.
starring: Clive Owen, Julianne Moore, Claire-Hope Ashitey
SEP 13 - 15 6 & 8:30PM, SUN 1 & 3:30PM

FREE SOLO
2018 JIMMY CHIN & ELIZABETH CHAI VASARHELYI
A man seeks to achieve the first free solo climb of El Capitan in Yosemite National Park.
starring: Alex Honnold
SEP 20 - 22 6 & 8:30PM, SUN 1 & 3:30PM

FIGHT CLUB
1999 DAVID FINCHER
A decrepit white-collar insomniac finds excitement and soap in a stranger’s basement experience.
starring: Ed Norton, Brad Pitt, Helena Bonham Carter
NOV 7 - 9 6 & 8:30PM, SUN 1 & 3:30PM

THE FAREWELL
2019 LULU WANG
An elderly woman’s death approaches, and she’s the only one who doesn’t know.
starring: Awkwafina, Tzi Ma, Zhao Shuzhen
NOV 8 - 10 6 & 8:30PM, SUN 1 & 3:30PM

ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD
2019 QUENTIN TARANTINO
Tarantino’s ninth and navus opus surrounds a struggling actor and his stunt-double best friends.
starring: Leonardo DiCaprio, Brad Pitt, Margot Robbie
NOV 15 - 17 6 & 8:30PM, SUN 1 & 3:30PM

The Cherry Reel Film Festival
Nov 22 - 24